Professional documents in 70 languages
Fast, accurate and reliable translation
for seamless communication.
Expertise in finance, law, medicine & marketing
Our translators are experts in these fields,
supported by excellent project managers and
a range of technical specialists, all teaming up
to provide the best translation in your required
format and language.

Ready to start the work straight away
When we send you a quote, it means we have
secured availability from a translator. So as
soon as you confirm, we are good to go.
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Why choose Ubiqus?
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› Your translations read like original copy
We only use qualified, professional translators who are
native speakers of the target language

› Your text speaks to your target market

in the way you intended

We specialise in more than 70 languages and work with
locally based, in-country translators

› We save you time and money
We offer flexibility and fast turnaround, getting it right first time

› We value confidentiality as you do
Every member of staff signs confidentiality agreements and
we guarantee data security

For more information contact:
+44 (0)207 269 0379

infouk@ubiqus.com

www.ubiqus.co.uk

Professional documents in 70 languages
Ubiqus, giving you presence everywhere.

Guaranteed quality, security and a personalised service.
TRANSLATION
Expert financial, legal, medical,
marketing and general translators
shortlisted for each specialised
project

TRANSCRIPTION
Audio and video transcription
in all languages from a variety
of formats

PROOFREADING
Added value linguistic check for
highly specialised and marketing
content, done by a separate expert
translator for extra quality

TYPESETTING
DTP services with linguistic
approach for publishing of the
translated content in any format:
audio-visual, interactive, print

Foreign language subtitles
Voiceover

Interpreters
Interpreting equipment

Ubiqus Translation in figures

2500 words translated per day per linguist
1000 translators tried and tested
70 languages available
40 in-house translators
7 th largest Language Service Provider in Western Europe*
4 professionals working on every project, as a minimum
* Common Sense Advisory Survey
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